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Planning a mission

An emotional, honors and laughter filled Celebration of the Life
of Lt. Col. Gerald Edwards — Jerry — Sunday, September 22, in
update New York, complete with an eagle flyover. A very wellattended showing of Part 2 of Neil Pugh’s Checkertails documentary in the tiny town of Au Sable Forks in upstate New York. Dad
(and the Checkertails) made it to top billing “in” Hollywood! He’s
lovin’ it! — Patrice Manget.

In the wee small hours of the morning, members of 325th Operations
work tirelessly in the Checkertails’ briefing room to lay out the route
pilots would fly later that morning to protect the bombers slated to
destroy a target 500 miles to the north. When their work was completed,
a cover would be placed over the huge map until the pilots flying that day
had gathered to be briefed.
—PHOTO COURTESY KEN EDWARDS.

We were
fighters then,
and young!
Gerald Edwards lost his
battle with a severe heart
attack, Here he is pictured in his younger
days when he was flying
combat with the 325th
Fighter Group. Note the
three victory crosses
painted on the side of his
Mustang.

ART BY RAY BURNS, JR.

Welcome home, Gerry. Welcome home!
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WANTED! Stories about the service you or a loved
one gave to the WW2 war effort while a member of
the Checkertails. The Roll Call is published whenever enough material is collected to fill a issue. The
more reports we receive, the more issues of The Roll
Call will be put together and distributed. We want to
hear from everyone! Crew chiefs, cooks, mechanics,
clerks, electronics specialists, everyone! Send us
something today.
ISSUE 2013-6 AUGUST

Checkertail limousine?
Salvatore Primiano Cavallo

This car photographed near the lake of
Lesina is the Volkswagen Fox that belongs to a
friend of mine. A few months ago he painted
the hood. In August when I met him I told
him that in Lesina between 1944 and 1945
there were airmen of the 325th Fighter Group who had the tails
of aircraft painted checkered yellow and black, just like the hood
of his car and for this reason they were called CHECKERTAILS.
He told me he did not know this story. He was satisfied with his
hood, but his roof is another reason why the airmen of the 325th
Fighter Group will never ever be forgotten.

My mom told me a story about my dad…
While he (Jack Evans, #13 crew chief) was in Italy he met a little
girl who had torn clothing and no shoes. He wrote to my mother to send him some things. My mom put together a box of clothing, shoes, cookies, and a doll. My dad tried to give it to the family but they would not take it from him, so he gave it to the priest
at the local church. Now you know why I am a social worker!—
KATHY CLUFF.

Remember our boss general?
From John Mier: Nathan Farragut Twining, Major General, Commander of 15th Air Force (based at Bari) from 3 January 1944 to 26 May
1945. The framed photos behind him are General Marshall, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and General Hap Arnold.

The control tower
at our Lesina
base
This is a familiar sight to
those who were based at
Lesina. The wooden tower
was painted with the famed
checkertail design. A normal landing was a steep
chandelle over the tower,
dropping flaps, extending
landing gear, and a tight
turn on base leg and final,
with tower personnel timing pitch-up to three points
on the runway. Low time
won accolodes. — Photo
from Ken Edwards.

Another look at our airfield at Lesina
From Ray Burns, Jr.: Just another photo of the Lesina Airfield.
Salvatore Primiano Cavallo writes: I posted this photo in my book in
2011. In the picture you can clearly see (above) the farm “Pontonicchio”
seat of the briefing room and just beyond the control tower.

P-40 pilots saw
lots of water!
It was to go on a long,
long voyage with their
lives in the hands of others when the 325th Fighter Group pilots left Langley Field, Virginia, 8 January 1943, to sail from
Norfolk aboard the carrier Ranger across the
Atlantic to Casablanca,
arriving 19 January.
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The Checkertails arrive
at Lesina

Luigi Palladino posted the following in the 325th Fighter Group Checkertail Clan web
page on July 4, 2013.

Copied from the Checkertails’ web site:
• Thomas Ricci: Ciao Salvatore, nel 2011 quando sono ritornato da Lesina la prima volta, e dopo che ho letto il tuo libbro per
la prima volta, vi ho fatto una domanda se eri interressato di avere
il tuo libro tradotto o interpretato in inglese, non sei interressato?9 hours ago. Like..
• Patrice Manget: What a fabulous photo! Thomas, you and
Salvatore must help with translating your posts so the rest of us
can better understand. Like.
• John Mier: Did anyone notice the photo was taken from a
P-38? Like.

• Thomas Ricci: Hi all, after some discussion and goodwill,
the municipality of Lesina (City Hall) has agreed and granted
permission to post the first ad of the 325th FG, specifically
the 317th FS dates and location. Please visit the city’s site at:
www.comunelesina.it

Help keep the Checkertails flying!
Make a financial donation!
We are a 501(c)(3) corporation.
Your gift can help reduce your payment to the IRS!
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LESINA, ITALY—In 1944, Lesina heard a roar of engines,
trucks with U.S. troops (genius airmen, airmen and control
group) come out of what remains of the old highway 16, marked
by deep potholes and asphalt reduced to a minimum, not to say
that it was only a brecciated road, beaten a few months before the
German troops that went down toward Foggia and Bari and
shortly after they retreated towards the line of the Volturno and
then the Line Barbara, leaving behind a trail of blood and death,
also felt by the citizens of Lesina.
That morning in late March 1944, a wave of gaiety turns to the
homes of Lesinesi and like lightning from mouth to mouth the
good news: “A Pontinicchio the Americans came.”
The most courageous and adventurous immediately came to
the place and saw that it was soldiers affable and kind, who
offered what they had to soothe the long period of hardship and
sacrifice. From there a few days many Lesinesi were invited to
work for the U.S. Army in preparing what will be one of the most
advanced airports in the USAF. From which they were shipped
the vast bomber escort operations and incursions into the
German lines in northern Italy and northern Europe.
Feature of the Air Group was and still is the tail checkered yellow-black, many airmen and airmen who have gone from our
city, approximately 2,000, perhaps too many to remember, but all
worthy of our everlasting honor.
Many stories are told, so many memories of our seniors have
had those planes darting about our country, and incidents. After
so many years we must pay due honors to the many young people who, some not yet of military age, even before thinking about
them, their youth, their families, were catapulted into a land that
they knew only at the school level and far from their environment, their traditions and their way of life, and sacrificed their
young lives to save Italy and Europe from the Nazi occupation.
Many have returned to their families and their country, but
many did not ever return. After so many years it is necessary to
make their historical memory that many do not have any more,
because they have not lived that story. Remember the men and
women of the FG 325 and the 317, 318 and 319 fss, many of
which no longer among us. Our City, our population is called
upon to render honors in these men. From these images we can
understand how they went out for our homeland.
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Remember the ads during the ‘big war’?
Salvatore Primiano Cavallo posted the advertisement shown
below on the Internet, and it’s great for stirring up old memories!
Reproduction is not the best, so here is what is said in the body of
the ad:
This peace talk makes sense! You don’t have to translate the
language of a Mustang’s .50 caliber guns or the 75 millimeter cannon talk of a Mitchell bomber. The Japs already understand. So do
the Nazis. So let’s keep talking. You bet you can help! Think of it this
way. The Bonds you buy help build these fast-talking planes. The
waste fat that you collect helps arm them. Waste paper helps ship
them, and gasoline flies them. Wouldn’t you like to buy a few words
of this kind of “peacetalk,” too?

This picture of a P-51D was posted
by Salvatore Primiano Cavallo and
was painted by Francis Bergese.
Both illustrations (left and above) of
the P-51D are of the earlier models
which did not have the ventral fin
installed. The vapor trails in the
above picture highlight a dogfight
which, we hope, soon was won by
the Mustang. Who recalls the mission to Romania where we left so
many vapor trails that they made an
overcast we had to fly through on
the return to Lesina?

The above photo, supplied by John
Mier, shows Gen. Nathan Twining,
15th Air Force commander, presenting LTC Bob Baseler with the
Silver Star in a ceremony near
Foggia. Salvatore Cavallo writes
that Bob commanded the 325th
Group from 5 July 43 to 1 April
44. Barrett Tillman reports that
while commander, Colonel Baseler dropped a note to the Italian
commander on Sardinia asking
that he surrender his troops to “the
Checkertail Warhawk Group.”
Neither the Italian nor the Air
Force thought the request was the
least bit funny.
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